I. Introduction
The overset, or chimera, grid methodology 1 utilizes a set of overlapping grids to discretize the solution domain. Grid generation can be greatly simplified for complex geometries by constructing component grids for portions of the geometry with minimal regard for other portions of the geometry. The result is a flexible computational simulation framework that can be an enabling force in many situations. The overset approach has been widely used to simplify the structured grid generation requirements for complex geometries.
The overlapping grid system must be processed to form a composite grid where the solution from one grid is linked to the solution on an overlapping grid. This process begins by identification of "hole" points in a component grid that are outside the domain of interest and should be excluded from the flow solver computations (commonly called OUT points) such as points inside a body or behind a symmetry plane. Next, the grid points adjacent to the holes along with points on grid boundaries in the overlap regions become intergrid boundary points termed receptor or fringe points. Finally, appropriate donor elements are found to function as the interpolation sources for the boundary values required by the flow-field solution at the fringe points. The overset domain connectivity information (DCI) consists of the specification of hole and fringe points along with donor interpolation information that is required to form the overset composite grid and solution and is produced by the overset grid assembly process.
The use of an overset grid system is an enabling technology for the simulation of bodies in relative motion, such as store separation 2, 3 and rotorcraft. 4 The component grids move rigidly with their associated body components such as the store or rotor blade. The grid assembly process must be performed during the flow solver time stepping to update the overset domain connectivity information as the grids change position. The motion of the bodies will either be specified for known motion, such as a rigid rotor blade, or else the motion will be calculated as part of the solution by using forces and moments predicted by the flow solver as inputs to a rigid body dynamics simulation. The current production capabilities for overset CFD store separation simulation primarily use structured grids. The BEGGAR code 5 along with Overflow2 6 have an integrated overset grid assembly process for moving body problems. A loosely coupled/non-integrated capability has been used 7 with NXAIR 8 for the flow solver, PEGSUS4
9 for the overset grid assembly and FDcadre 10 as the simulation executive to control the various codes. Significant interest in the use of overset unstructured grids for store separation analysis is emerging. The current demonstrated unstructured store separation capability in a production environment 11 uses the USM3D flow solver 12, 13 and SUGGAR 14 for the overset grid assembly. Currently SUGGAR is the only overset grid assembly capability for use with structured, unstructured, and other grid topologies. It has been applied to a wide range of moving body problems including store separation, 15 rotorcraft, 16 and general ship motion. 17 While SUGGAR has enabled new simulation capabilities, some deficiencies have limited its wider use in the past. These include the use of a named pipe/FIFO for communication with the flow solver, no overlap minimization for unstructured grids, overlap requirements for unstructured grids, and parallel execution performance. This paper will address improvements to SUGGAR that remove some of these deficiencies. In addition, this paper will briefly introduce Suggar++, which is a new code intended to provide the same basic capabilities as SUGGAR but without the deficiencies.
II. New SUGGAR Capability
Significant new capability has been added to SUGGAR to improve the capability for simulation of moving body problems. This section will discuss these improvements and demonstrate their effectiveness.
A. Overlap Minimization for Unstructured Grids
SUGGAR's capability for minimizing the overlap between component grids has been available for structured grids, and this capability was recently extended to unstructured grids. Minimizing the overlap between component grids can improve the solution quality by having the donor element and fringe point elements as close as possible in size. Without the overlap minimization procedure, the user must adjust the size of the hole cutting geometry to manually reduce the overlap. Having the automatic overlap minimization procedure for unstructured grids significantly simplifies SUGGAR's inputs and reduces the time-consuming trial-and-error procedure required to adjust the hole cutting parameters to blank more of the grid in the overlap region. Figure 1 shows a cutplane through the grid system for a helicopter rotor blade without using the minimization process. The blade geometry is shown in gray, the grid surrounding the blade is colored blue, and the background grid is red. The points marked as OUT are not displayed and one can see that while the hole cut in the background grid by the blade is large there is still significant overlap. Figure 2 shows a cutplane through the same grid system after enabling the overlap minimization procedure. One can see that the procedure was effective in significantly reducing the overlap between component grids. In addition, there are small isolated patches of elements in the background grid that overlap the blade grid but have not been removed. These patches results from using the cell volume as the donor suitability function (DSF) 18 in the minimization process and the non-smoothness of the cell volume in the tetrahedral mesh. SUGGAR allows the user to set the DSF in the mesh as a means to control the overlap minimization. Setting the DSF to zero in the blade grids will force the blade grid to have preference over the background grid and will eliminate the small isolated patches of elements as shown in Figure 3 .
B. Reducing Orphans in Unstructured Grids by Adaption
The ideal overset system of component meshes will have each mesh with elements of the same size in the overlap region along with fringe donor elements that are high quality, i.e. the donor interpolation stencil does not include any members that are also fringe locations. This can be difficult to achieve, especially with unstructured grids where large surface faces will typically result in large tetrahedron at the end of a viscous prism layer. Controlling this rapid stretching can be difficult in some grid generation packages. A common approach within the structured overset community is to simply insert an additional interface mesh in the region where the overlap is insufficient to maintain a quality overset composite grid. Unstructured interface grids can be added, as in Reference 13, to provide additional resolution in appropriate regions and eliminate the orphans. Generating the interface grids can be time consuming at best.
A more automated approach uses unstructured grid adaption to refine the component meshes in the region of the orphans. One first such attempt 11 successfully implemented such an approach where the orphan elements are adapted. A better approach is to refine any candidate donor elements that were found for the orphan but were rejected because of poor quality. This requires more information from the overset grid assembly code than is typically available in the overset domain connectivity information. Refining only the orphans fails to address the underlying cause of the problem, which is that the donor element in the region is low quality because it is too large. A successful refinement procuedure must adapt the candidate donors for the orphans, which requires additional information from the overset grid assembly code.
SUGGAR can now assist directly in the adaptive refinement process by outputting lists of elements that need to be refined to improve the overlap. These lists include orphans elements, candidate donors for the orphans, and candidate donors that are too large for their fringe point. These files are used as input to the NASA LaRC H-refinement code 19 to refine the specified elements and improve the overlap. Iteratively applying the process can significantly reduce or eliminate the orphans in the unstructured overset composite grid.
The adaption to overlap requiements is demonstrated here using the Eglin Wing/Pylon/Store configuration shown in Figure 4 . The baseline grid system consists of one grid encompassing the wing with pylon and extending to the farfield and a second grid around the store extending out a relatively short distance from the body as shown in Figure 5 . Using SUGGAR as the grid assembly process for this baseline configuration produces overset domain connectivity information with a large number of orphans in the region between the pylon and the store as shown in Figure 6 . The orphans are represented as small squares with the wing grid orphans colored cyan and the store orphans colored red. A cutplane through the grid system is shown in Figure 7 to illustrate the insufficient overlap resulting from the rapid stretching in the component grids. Figure 8 shows a complicated system of interface grids that was used in a previous effort 13 to reduce the orphan count. Generating the individual interface grids was time consuming because each iteration required generating a mesh, performing the overset assembly, diagnosing the remaining orphans, and then inserting another grid or modifying an existing one.
An automated adaptive process to eliminate orphans can be scripted as follows:
1. Run SUGGAR using a system of overset component grids and output the list of elements to refine.
2. Stop if the number of orphans is acceptable.
3. Refine each component grid by using the list of elements to refine as input to the H-refinement code. Applying this automated adaption process to eliminate orphans for the Wing/Pylon/Store configuration produces the results shown in Table 1 for three different refinement options. The first option that was tested refined only the orphan elements and resulted in a relatively small decrease in the orphan count. Refining only the orphans does not directly address the cause of the orphans, which is poor quality donors.
Refining the orphans can actually make the number of orphans increase if the candiate donor elements are not improved and remain poor quality.
The second option that was tested refined the orphans and their candidate donors and showed a dramatic reduction in the orphan count with a modest increase in grid size. Neighboring elements to the donor elements were also included to try to obtain a smoother adapted grid and to expand the refinement region. This approach directly addresses the cause of the orphans by reducing the size of the donor elements. Refining the mesh in the region of the donors will result in a tighter hole cut because the elements being cut are smaller. Hence the donor elements have an improved chance of having adequate quality. A cutplane through the grid system after two adaption cycles is shown in Figure 9 , and comparing this with the baseline grid system shown in Figure 7 clearly shows the improved overlap in the adapted grids. The orphans remaining after the second adaption cycle are shown in Figure 10 .
The third option that was tested refined the orphans and their candidate donors along with any donor that was too large by a factor f = 2.5 than the fringe point/element. Again, a dramatic reduction in the orphan count was achieved but at the cost of a significant increase in grid size. Refining the donors that are "too large" refines the mesh in the region of the outer boundary of the store grid in addition to the region of the orphans. The exponential increase in grid size results from the newly refined elements being too small relative to the other mesh causing the other mesh to be refined in the next iteration. Attempting to refine based upon donors that are too large must be exercised with care to prevent an explosize growth in the grid size. The primary goal of the refinement is to improve the grid to reduce the orphan count, and any other refinement should probably be based upon flow solver solution accuracy requirements.
This adaptive process is being used during a time dependent store separation simulation 20 to maintain a resonable quality overset composite grid throughout the separation trajectory. The need for a complicated derefinement process is avoided by starting each refinement cycle using the set of baseline grids.
C. Using SUGGAR as a Library
An overset grid simulation of moving body problems requires the overset domain connectivity information to be recomputed during the simulation, typically at every time step. This requires the current position of moving bodies to be communicated to the overset grid assembly process, where the new DCI must be computed and then transferred back to the flow solver.
The process that has been used with SUGGAR 14 will only be summarized here. SUGGAR is run as a separate process from the flow solver with communication of the position of the moving body along with synchronization occurring via a standard Unix named pipe. A DCI file is written by SUGGAR and read by the flow solver. The advantage of this approach is that modifications to the flow solver to interface with SUGGAR are limited to reading and writing a few files. Using the named pipe and DCI file, while simple and effective, imposes some penalties and limits the acceptable computing environment. The use of the named pipe requires the SUGGAR process to reside on the same compute node as the flow solver process communicating with SUGGAR. This limits SUGGAR to executing on compute nodes with sufficient memory for both SUGGAR and the flow solver at the same time. In addition, writing and then reading the DCI file can take significant wall clock time for large DCI files and slow filesystems.
To eliminate these problems, SUGGAR has been modified to allow it to be linked as a library into the flow solver executable. The flow solver code makes function calls to the library to control the execution of SUGGAR and to directly transfer the overset domain connectivity information from libSuggar to the flow solver. This capability eliminates the use of the named pipe for communication and synchronization between the flow solver and SUGGAR. In addition, the SUGGAR execution and hence memory and CPU resources can be placed on a dedicated rank to eliminate contention with the flow solver.
DiRTlib has also been modified to make calls to libSuggar and directly obtain the overset domain connectivity information from libSuggar rather than reading it from a file. Solvers using DiRTlib benefit by the simpler interface that DiRTlib provides relative to making all the libSuggar calls required to transfer the data. In addition, DiRTlib will now work with a solver where a single structured grid is decomposed into Table 1 . Effect of adaption cycles on orphan count for Wing/Pylon/Store subgrids for parallel execution. Some significant modifications to the flow solver are required to interface to libSuggar. For this discussion the flow solver is assumed to utilize MPI for its message passing communications during parallel execution. The following steps are suggested as a way to incrementally integrate libSuggar into the flow solver and allow testing at each stage. This discussion will assume that the flow solver already uses DiRTlib for its overset capability. libSuggar has methods to transfer the DCI directly for those solvers with an internal overset capability that are not using DiRTlib. This paper will not discuss the additional complexity of using libSuggar without using DiRTlib.
The discussion that follows will present a general application programmer interface (API) that could be used by other domain connectivity codes. The discussion will present the C API that is callable from C or C++ codes. A Fortran API is also available with very similar names and arguments. libSuggar provides an implementation of the API discussed, and a C header file and Fortran 90 module file that provide prototypes for the API are available to allow the compiler to check function names and arguments. The API is broken into two subsets. The first set of functions controls the execution of the domain connectivity code, and all functions in this first set begin with a prefix of "dc " for the C API and "dcf " for the Fortran API. The second set of functions controls the transfer of information from the domain connectivity code to the flow solver, and all functions in this second set begin with a prefix of "dcx " for the C API and "dcxf " for the Fortran API.
Validate Use of DiRTlib for Moving Body Problems
If the flow solver does not have an internal overset capability then the addition of calls to DiRTlib to add the overset capability is required. Reference 21 documents the use of DiRTlib within the flow solver. The suggested approach is to modify the flow solver to make the appropriate calls to DiRTlib and test the overset capability first for static problems and then for moving body problems. A simple approach for testing the capability for moving bodies is to use a test case with prescribed motion such as an oscillating airfoil or the Eglin Wing/Pylon/Store trajectory obtained from wind tunnel tests. For problems with prescribed motion the set of DCI files can be pre-generated for each time step. One approach to accomplish this is to generate the motion history input required by SUGGAR using a simple script that writes the history to a file. This is the dynamic body positioning information that would have been written to the Fifo SUGGAR.inp file in Reference 14. It is simply a set of XML elements that specify the dynamic body hierarchy and the transformation that should be applied to each body. In addition, XML elements can be included to select writing the DCI to a specified file that should be unique for each time step. This motion history input file can be provided to the SUGGAR executable to play the motion and generate the set of DCI files. The flow solver can then load the DCI file that is appropriate for each time step while computing the solution for the prescribed motion. With this capabiliity, the use of DiRTlib for moving body problems is validated by loading a new DCI file at each time step.
Validate Execution of libSuggar at Each Time Step
Next the calls to execute libSuggar at each time step are added. libSuggar will still write the DCI file, and the DiRTlib calls used in the previous section are still used to read the DCI file.
A simple domain connectivity (DC) application programmer interface (API) has been developed to control the execution of the domain connectivity code. In the present effort, the capabilities of SUGGAR are exposed as libSuggar through this API. The discussion that follows will present the functions only for the C API. The following stages in execution of the DC code and the corresponding library calls are as follows:
1. Initialize the library and the current configuration. This stage should initialize the library, read any grids, compute any required data structures, and be ready to compute the DCI for the first time step. A file name for a DC code-specific input file is passed to the library to simplify this initialization.
This file will typically be the same file as provided to the DC code when running as a stand-alone process, which allows the input file to be prepared and tested outside of execution with the flow solver.
The C prototype for the initialization functions are void dc_init(int argc, char **argv); void dc_init_no_args(char* input_filename);
where argc is the number of command line arguments, argv is the list of command line arguments, and input filename is a null-terminated character string containing the filename of the code-and configuration-specific input file.
2. Motion input. The next set of routines provides a mechanism to pass information required to specify the positioning of any dynamic bodies. To maximize the generality of the approach, all information is passed as individual character strings that each domain connectivity code can interpret appropriately. For libSuggar, each character string will be a line of the XML file that would have been written to the named pipe/FIFO. The C prototype for the functions to specify the motion positioning information are void dc_begin_motion_input(void); void dc_add_motion_input(char* buffer); void dc_end_motion_input(void); void dc_parse_motion(void);
where buffer is a null-terminated character string containing a portion of the motion input specification.
A new motion input specification is initiated with a call to dc begin motion input. Multiple calls to the dc add motion input function may be required to fully specify the position information, and the domain connectivity code should copy and assemble the data passed through multiple calls appropriately. The dc end motion input function is called when all of the positioning information has been passed through the calls to dc add motion input. Finally, the dc parse motion function is called to allow the domain connectivity code to process the positioning information and setup appropriate data structures for computing the DCI with the dynamic bodies in the new positions.
3. Compute DCI at a timestep. Once the new positions of the dynamic bodies have been configured, the DCI for this new configuration can be computed.
The C prototype for the function to compute the DCI for the new configuration is
where a value of 1 for output dci will write the new DCI to a file and a value 0 will prevent the DCI file from being written.
4. Release memory used in computing DCI. Once the DCI has been written (or transferred to the flow solver as discussed below), the temporary memory used by the DC library must be released or freed to prevent memory leaks.
The C prototype for the function to release or free any temporary memory used to compute the DCI is void dc_release_dci(void);
5. Release ALL memory used by the library. At the end of the moving body simulation the flow solver may wish to release all of the memory utilized by the DC library. This call is unnecessary if it is called immediately before program termination; however, if the solver will discontinue calling the DC library before the end of execution it may be useful to free the memory for reuse by the solver.
The C prototype for the function to release or free all memory used by the library is int dc_terminate(void);
Modify Flow Solver to Execute Domain Connectivity on a Dedicated Rank
The domain connectivity library can require significant memory and processor resources. Some computational environments may not have sufficient system memory to execute both in the same rank/process. Therefore, it is desirable to have the DC library execute on a dedicated rank, which will require more extensive modifications to the flow solver. The first step is to modify the flow solver to split MPI COMM WORLD and use the new communicator. This splitting will be such that the "flow solver only" ranks will be in one communicator and the "DC only" rank will be in a separate communicator. MPI COMM WORLD can still be used to communicate between a flow solver rank and the DC rank, such as may be required to communicate the new dynamic body positions computed by the flow solver rigid body dynamics to the DC procedure. Figure 11 illustrates the decomposition of the process along with the split communicators.
The MPI function to split MPI COMM WORLD is
MPI_Comm_split(MPI_COMM_WORLD,color,key,&new_comm);
where color is an integer that will have one value for the flow solver ranks and another for the DC ranks. The key is another integer that can be used to reorder the ranks within the new communicator. Finally new comm is the new split communicator that the flow solver should use. By using the new communicator, the flow solver will continue to work as before with collective operations operating on only the flow solver ranks. The next step is to reorganize the flow solver routines so that the flow solver functions are called on the ranks dedicated to the flow solver and the routines in the DC library discussed in Section 2 are called on the ranks dedicated to domain connectivity. Depending on the modularity and complexity of the flow solver software, this may be easy or difficult, but it is beyond the scope of this paper.
For this stage in the development process, the DCI should still be exchanged via a file by calling dc compute dci(1) and having DiRTlib read the file.
Modify the Calls to Directly Transfer the DCI
The final stage in the integration of libSuggar is to enable the transfer of the DCI via MPI from the DC rank to DiRTlib and the flow solver rather than writing and reading the DCI file. The domain connectivity exchange portion of the API (function calls with a prefix of dcx ) provides several different styles of data transfer between the DC library and the flow solver. This discussion is limited to solvers that use DiRTlib. Such solvers require a simpler set of function calls because DiRTlib encapsulates the data transfer function calls.
The first step is to define which ranks will host the flow solver work and which rank will host the SUGGAR process. Using more than one rank for the domain connectivity execution is allowed by the API but has not been tested in libSuggar.
Since DiRTlib will have calls executing on the flow solver and DC ranks, some additional initialization calls are required. DiRTlib and libSuggar must know if they are being called from a flow solver or a DC only rank. The following API calls inform the libraries as to the purpose of each rank: dc_status dc_rank_dci_only(void); dc_status dc_rank_not_flow_or_dci(void); dc_status dc_rank_flow_and_dci(void); dc_status dc_rank_flow_only(void);
One of these functions must be called on each rank before the drt pll init function call.
Next, the DC library must be informed as to which rank in MPI COMM WORLD is assigned to be the master rank of the DC ranks.
The C prototype for the function to set the master rank is dcx_status dcx_set_dci_master_rank_comm_world(int rank);
This function must be called on each rank after the dc rank function call and before the drt pll init function call.
The final step is to change from having DiRTlib load the DCI from a file to passing it directly from the DC rank. This is achieved by changing the call to load the DCI file header, which was call drtf_load_dci_file_header(dci_file_name)
to the call to directly pass the header information, which is call drtf_get_dci_header() and likewise, to change the call to load the dci file, which was call drtf_load_dci_file_header(dci_file_name)
to the call to directly pass the domain connectivity information, which is call drtf_get_dci()
III. Future Improvements
The new capability provided in DiRTlib and libSuggar enable a significantly improved store separation simulation environment. The ability to link the domain connectivity code in as a library significantly improves the execution because the DC can be executed on a dedicated node which eliminates resource contention with the flow solver. The use of DiRTlib and libSuggar provides an integrated overset domain connectivity capability to any flow solver, structured or unstructured, in a fashion similar to the integrated overset grid assembly capability in BEGGAR, 5 which is restricted to structured grids.
A. Deficiencies in SUGGAR
There are areas where additional improvements relative to SUGGAR are required. Two significant areas of deficiency are the memory requirements for hole cutting and the performance for parallel execution.
Memory Requirements
The hole cutting geometry in SUGGAR is created using an octree, which requires refinement in all directions even when there is an obvious preferential direction. This leads to large memory requirements where a highly accurate hole cut is required, such as the gap between the pylon and a store in a store separation simulation.
User Inputs to Control the Hole Cutting
SUGGAR can require significant user interaction to iteratively modify the inputs to improve the resolution of the hole cut octree to cut tighter holes where needed. The octree can not simply be refined everywhere because the memory requirements can become excessive.
Parallel Execution
Poor parallel performance is also a significant weakness of SUGGAR. The MPI parallel capability in SUG-GAR duplicates all data structures on all ranks, which is prohibitive for large problems. SUGGAR can utilize multiple threads for parallel execution on shared memory machines, but load balancing deficiencies limit the scalability of the threads. In addition, SUGGAR has no mechanism to distribute the memory requirement across multiple nodes, which then requires a machine with large memory for large problems.
B. Improvements in Suggar++
A new overset domain connectivity capability is being developed in Suggar++. 22 This section will highlight the planned and implemented improvements in Suggar++ and provide some preliminary results.
The most significant change in Suggar++ relative to SUGGAR is the use of a direct cut approach to hole cutting. 22 This is a more complex and time consuming approach relative to the approximate geometry approach used in SUGGAR. The benefit is that the direct cut approach will cut much tighter holes because it uses the actual geometry rather than an approximate geometry. The result will be fewer orphans relative to SUGGAR in areas where gaps are small.
The benefit of the tighter hole cut is dramatically demonstrated by applying Suggar++ to the Wing/Pylon/Store grid system used in Section B. For the baseline unadapted grid system, Suggar++ produced 8581 orphans while SUGGAR produced 67905. Applying Suggar++ to the same grid system produced by the first adaption cycle resulted in 6 orphans in comparison to 6569 produced by SUGGAR. The adapted grid used with Suggar++ was the same grid that was used with SUGGAR and was produced with the output from SUGGAR.
Suggar++ also implements the domain connectivity API described in Section C. Using libSuggar++ in place of libSuggar is simply a matter of changing the set of libraries that the flow solver links with. Some small additional modifications to the flow solver will be required to take advantage of new capabilities within libSuggar++ such as parallel MPI execution.
The improvements in Suggar++ relative to the deficiencies in SUGGAR noted above are as follows:
Memory Requirements
The direct cut approach in Suggar++ does not require tunable parameters to adjust the hole cutting accuracy and hence the memory requirements will be fixed. For cases where accurate hole cuts are required, the direct cut in Suggar++ will cut a more accurate hole and use significantly less memory than SUGGAR.
User Inputs to Control the Hole Cutting
As mentioned in the previous section, Suggar++ does not require parameters to adjust the hole cutting so that the inputs for hole cutting will simply be the solid surfaces in the grid. Some grid formats include boundary condition specification so that this information would not have to be supplied by the user, resulting in a significant decrease in user input relative to SUGGAR. In addition, since the direct cut approach uses actual surfaces in the grid for hole cutting, the results are easier for users to understand.
Parallel Execution
Besides the new approach to hole cutting, the next major change for Suggar++ is the parallel execution. It can currently decompose a system of grids into subgrids, which can then be distributed to different MPI ranks and/or execute on different threads. Only lighter data is duplicated on all ranks to achieve good scalability in memory usage. Serial and parallel performance of the code is still being investigated and improved and will not be discussed in this paper.
IV. Conclusions
SUGGAR is a general overset grid assembly capability that is targeted at moving body simulations. This paper presented several significant enhancements that provide an improved capability. SUGGAR's capability for minimizing the overlap between component grids has been extended to unstructured grids resulting in improved overset composite grids and reduced user inputs. Results for the unstructured overlap minimization were demonstrated for a helicopter rotor blade grid system. An overlap grid adaption procedure was demonstrated that can be used to reduce or eliminate orphans due to insufficient overlap in unstructured grid systems. The effectiveness of the adaption process was demonstrated for an unstructured grid system for the Eglin Wing/Pylon/Store configuration. The best approach, which refined both the orphan elements and their cadidate donors, resulted in a rapid decrease in orphan count with only a modest increase in grid size. SUGGAR was also modified to allow it to be linked into the flow solver to provide an integrated overset grid assembly capability. The application programmer interface (API) was presented along with a discussion on how to modify a flow solver to utilize the library capability. Finally, the deficiencies in SUGGAR were discussed, and an improved capability provided by a new code called Suggar++ was briefly presented. These new capabilities in SUGGAR provide a significantly enhanced capability for overset moving body simulations such as store separations, and Suggar++ promises further improvements. This solver executes the domain connectivity via libSuggar on a dedicated rank. The first step is to define which ranks will perform the flow solver work and which rank(s) will contain the DC work. Using more than one rank for libSuggar execution is not recommended but will be available with libSuggar++. Some initialization is required for both DiRTlib and libSuggar. The DCI update during the time step loop will require some changes to the calling sequence. Finally, libSuggar will be terminated just before the code execution completes. where mpi comm world represents the MPI world communicator that encompasses all of the available ranks.
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A. Code Startup
Definition of the Ranks and Communicators
DiRTlib will need to split the MPI communicator between the ranks on which the flow solver will execute and the rank(s) on which the DC library will execute. The flow solver must also split the MPI communicator to obtain a communicator that is restricted to the flow ranks. The flow solver should use the split communicator instead of MPI COMM WORLD so that the flow ranks may communicate with one another without involving the libSuggar rank(s) and so flow solver collective operations encompass only the flow ranks. Typically the last M ranks will be dedicated to executing libSuggar. Currently, OVER-REL uses M=1.
The following Fortran code snippets demonstrate the assignment of the communication groups and responsibilities. Some optional logic is shown that might be useful for control depending on whether libSuggar is needed in a particular simulation and whether libSuggar is available (i.e. whether libSuggar has been linked to the solver). For Fortran codes, the DiRTlib Fortran interface module must be included to make the DiRTlib procedures available. Note that there are no calls yet to libSuggar during this phase. call mpi_comm_split(mpi_comm_world, color, my_world_rank, cfd_comm_world, ierr) call mpi_comm_rank(cfd_comm_world,my_comm_rank,ierr)
B. Initialization Phase
Next, some initialization calls are required for DiRTlib (if this is an overset case) and for libSuggar (if it is linked and if it is required during the current simulation). Initializing both DiRTlib and libSuggar at the same time is required in order to allow them to perform an mpi comm split on MPI COMM WORLD. DiRTlib does this on the flow solver ranks, so the DC rank(s) must do it as well because it is a collective operation. If they both do it early on, then the flow ranks are freed to read the DCI file and begin initialization while the SUGGAR rank is freed to read the grid files, build the octree data structures, and conduct other initialization.
The following Fortran code snippets demonstrate the initialization phase. For Fortran codes, the DiRTlib Fortran interface module must be included to make the DiRTlib procedures available, while the libSuggar Fortran interface module must be included to make the libSuggar procedures available. The next snippet includes some optional steps: The SUGGAR rank changes directories, so that the SUGGAR input and output files may be separated from those of the flow solver. The SUGGAR rank then reopens the STDOUT and STDERR streams, so that the SUGGAR screen output may be separated from the flow solver screen output.
The required step in this section is the call to dcf init no args(input file name), which initializes libSuggar execution by first reading the specified SUGGAR input file and then computing the required internal data structures. 
C. Time Step Loop
The initialization phase is now complete, and the time step loop is begun. The flow solver will generally communicate new instructions to libSuggar with each new time step. These instructions will normally include grid transformations and might also rename any desired output files.
The following Fortran code snippet demonstrates the calls that would be made for each time step. The flow solver ranks will generally need to wait for SUGGAR to complete prior to proceeding since they will need to obtain the new DCI information, so an mpi barrier that acts on MPI COMM WORLD is placed at the end of this section of code to provide the required synchronization.
The calls to begin, end, and parse the motion are all required, and all of the motion commands should be contained within (i.e. children of) a "<global>" element. Once the motion is specified and parsed, SUGGAR may be instructed to perform the assembly (i.e. compute the DCI information for the new configuration). In Fortran, char(10) represents a carriage return, which simply makes the log file that is written by SUGGAR more readable, while char(0) is required to end the string when it is passed from Fortran to C. For Fortran codes, the libSuggar Fortran interface module must be included to make the libSuggar procedures available. At this point, the new DCI information has been calculated, but the information is only known by libSuggar (and/or has been written to the disk in the form of a DCI file). The information needs to be transferred to DiRTlib, which can then provide it to the solver as needed. The DCI output file may be written from the SUGGAR rank at any time after the DCI information has been calculated and before the DCI information is released from memory. The DCI information must be released from memory before the end of each time step to avoid memory leaks. 
